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Preface

The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) inaugurated a
Middle East Security andi Arms Control Project in October 1995, As the first
major initiative of the project a Middle East Expert Group was formed to
consider how a regional and comprehensive security regime might be
developed in the Middle East. The Expert Group held four meetings
between February 1997 and October 1998: in Alexandria, Egý:ypt (February
1997) in association with the Swedish Alexandria Institute; Sigtuna, Sweden
(May 1997); Amman, Jordan (November 1997) in association with the
Department for Security Studies; and Rabat, Morocco (October 1998) in
association with the Moroccan Centre for Strategic Studies.

The groupmembers came from Europe, Japan, the Middle East, North
America and Russia.' Ail acted in their private capacities and did not repre-
sent any officiai body or government. The discussions were off the record.
The objective was to identify and explore the issues which the group mem-
bers feit would have to be addressed in any future attempt to create a Middle
East security regime and to, suggest ideas for further discussion.

This report is both a synthesis of the Expert Group's discussions and an
attempt by Dr Peter Jones, Leader of the SIPRI Middle East Security and
Arms Control Project and Chairman of the Expert Group, to develop the
wide variety of ideas reviewed. [t highlights the areas of convergence and





Executive summary
The SIPRI Middle East Expert Group met four times over an I 8-month
period to consider how a regional security regime might be developed. The
principal points of this report are:

" Further progress in the Middle East peace process would create a
suitable political climate for consideration of a regional security regime.

* The states of the region shouid begin to explore the ideas inherent inthe creation of a security regime as soon as possible to further the peace
process and address the many security concernis of the region.

* Cooperative security is the only possible basis for a security regime in
the Middle East.

a A set of guiding principles for conduct in the region should be
created.

6 Attempts to create a Middle East security regime must stress the evol-
utionary process of developing such a regime. The regime shouid be flex-
ible, pragmatic and emphasize voluntary participation.

'. The Middle East was defined as the states of the Arab League, Iran
and Israei. The importance of 'proximate' states was aiso stressed.

* States outside the Middle East wili play an important role, particularly
:he permanent members of the United Nations Security Council.

& A regional security regime wiii initially be characterized by informai
)Oliticai arrangements rather than legai, bindîng commitments. However,
nstitutions, such as a Regional Security Centre, could be created as needed.

a Not ail the states of the region are iikeiy to taice part in the initial
~fforts to establish a security regime. The process shouid start with the will-
ng states and leave a seat at the table for others to join when they are ready.
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regime, and discussion of its establishment and design should commence as
soon as possible.

The zone would include, at least, the states of the Arab League, Iran
and Israel. The cooperation of 'proximate' states would be vital, and their
role would need to be defined. The permanent members of the Security
Council would be call>ed upon to provide security guarantees.

a A weapons of mass destruction-free zone must include special verifi-
cation provisions for initrusive and reciprocal regional inspections, including
challenge inspections. Many group members also believed that the states of
the region wiII have to adhere to international regimes as regards the non-
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

" As regards conventional arms controI, a regional security regimne cati
create an environynent in which states cati exercise restraint. Extra-rezional



1. Introduction
The SIPRI Middle East Expert.Group did flot intend to design a regional
security regime for the Middle East. Such a task can only be undertaken by
the appropriate authorities of the region's govemnments. Rather, the aim of
the group was to identify and understand what issues would arise should
these governments try to establish such a regime. In some cases, rnembers
of the group made recommendations, which were discussed and are pre-
sented in this report.

The Expert Group began its work by examining the experience of other
regions of the world in designing approaches to regional security. During
this phase of the study the group members developed insight into the kinds
of is *sues which are involved in the development of such regimes. These
insights stimulated the search for ideas as to how the peoples of the Middle
East might design their own regional security regime. However, the memn-
bers of the Expert Group did flot believe that the experiences of Asia,
Europe or Latin America could simply be transferred to the Middle East.
They recognized that each region of the world is unique and faces particular
problems and a unique tradition of dealing with them.

The group was keenly aware of the difficulties which will face the
Middle East in coming decades. It was under no illusion as to how difficukt
it will be to manage these problemns. However, ail of the members of the
Expert Group expressed the view that an effort must be made to develop a
new approach to security in the Middle East, leading to the evolution of a
comprehensive regime for security in the region. They also believed that
such a regime must adopt a more inclusive approach to security than has
existed to date: comprehensive and inclusive in termns of both its agenda and
membership. Finally, they shared the view that any hope of addressing the
Iong-term security issues which confront the region must rest on the founda-
lion of an end to the Arab-Israeli dispute.

This final point is primarily, although not exclusively, a question of the
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an atmosphere of trust, it is probable that atteynpts to clive life to the ideas
which are contained in this report wi]I be particularly difficuit.

The rnembers of the Expert Group noted that the international scene is
evolving rapidly following the end of the cold war. A new and broader
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being discussed in many quarters for the future of the region's security are
ail based on the exclusion of certain states of the region and peoples onnational, ethnic or religious grounds. Some of these concepts even draw
iegitimacy by making certain eýcluded parties the villains against whomn the
others must band together. The group members agreed that this is flot theway to construct a truiy regional approach to, security. Until this mentality is
chailenged, a regional security regime wiil be difficuit to construct.

Third, it was recognized that the region is characterized by asymnmetrical
relations between its states in terms of weaith, resources, populations and
relationships with extemnai actors. Although differences in the social, polit-
ical, economic and military power of the states of the region arè inescapable
and exist in ai] regions, in the Middle East these discrepancies can mean the
difference between a state's living in fear of its survival and not. It is diffi-
cuit to imagine any other region of the worid in which the smaller and less
powerful states live in genuine fear of their existence should the regional
order be challenged. This may have been the case in Europe 60 years ago,for example, but it is flot the case today. In the Middle East it is.

Fourth, the Middle East is a region where the so-called 'security
dilemma' 'is acutely feit. Simpiy put, as each side tries to maximize its own
security through unilateral steps, such as the acquisition of ever more
-apable weapons, this causes others to feel increasingiy insecure. They, in
:urn, take actions that are designed to increase their own security, and the
:ycle repeats itseif with the resuit that no state's security is actualiy
>nhanced. Ail states end up feeling even iess secure in an atmosphere of
wer-increasing regional military capabilities. The probiem. is compounded
ùurther in that the resources devoted to military spending are diverted from
,conomic and social development, thus leading to an erosion of security on
nother level. The Middle East wiil not break out of this cycle overnight.

'here is no magic formula, but the group members feit that the security
Llemma must be broken and that the development of a new way of
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This report is organized in four acicitional sections. Section 2 outlines the
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Comprehensive security

" Security encompasses more than traditionai military issues.

* Social, economic and political issues are also critical to the maintenance
of security.

" A security regime must recognize that such issues pose rîsks for regional
security and that the regime should provide mechanisms whereby the
states of the region can work cooperatively to prevent those risks from
becoming fulI-blown threats to that security.

idversely affect their neighbours and bring themn into conflict with evolving
ntemnational norms concerning these issues.

As they sought to, define a manner in which these broader issues could be
eflected within a regional security framework, some members of the Expert
-Troup feit that a useful distinction could be made between actual threats to
egional security (issues which have reached the point where conflict or
inrest which will affect regional security is possible) and risks (issues
vhich may develop into threats if left unattended). At a minimum, a
cgional security regime must provide mechanisms which wiIl allow the
tates of the region to deal with the threats and prevent themn from becoming
ie cause of wider conflict. However, a more fully developed regional
-curity regime would aiso provide the countries of the region with ways to,
:operatively address the risks.
The security of the regiori can be threatened by several risk factors. The

iost obvious of these is widespread suffering and need, which involves the
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may be more consistent with the political needs and traditions of
However, the peoples of the region need to recognize that these
affect their security in fundamental ways. At the least, a fuui
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Cooperative, coordinated and collective security

* Cooperative security is the ony possible basis for progress at this time
towards a broader regional security regime for the Middle East.

* As used in this report, the term 'cooperative security' means an approach
to security which stresses largely informal cooperation and dialogue
between the states of the region in the development and implemnentation
of a set of agreed regional principles of conduct.

* Speciflo bilateral and subregional arrangements may be based on
coordinated or even collective security, but they should not be in
competition with the broader cooperative regional regime.

making other states of the region which are part of the larger cooperative
regime into the 'enemny', if they are to be consistent with the broader coop-
erative security regime.

A region&iI security regime

The third termn which requires an explanation is 'regional security regime'.
The Expert Group scrutinized security regimes as they have developed in
other regions of the world. It was agreed that no pattern exists. Different
regions have developed the kind of regimne which best suits their history and
needs, and each has done so in a unique way. Europe, for example, has an
approach which relies on treaties and institutions emnbodying certain normns
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putes in a certain way-most importantly, without recourse to or the threat
of violence.

This is the essence of a regional security regime. It is flot the creation of
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Regional security regimes: experience of other regions

* There is no set pattern to the developmnt of regional security regimes
in the world (Europe has opted for a formai, institutionalized regime,
Asia for an informai, dialogue-based regime, andi Latin America for a
regime which combines features of the other two>.

* The key is the adoption of a set of agreed norms within a given region
which best expresses the local traditions and desires (discussion of
agreed norms for the Middle East is advanced below in the subsection
'Guiding principies').

* The creation of such regimes does not, in itself, guarantee an endi to
conflict, rather it signifies a desire to develop a regional way of deaiing
with differences by creating mechanisms which offer alternatives to conflict.

" Regional security regimes must be inclusive; they cannot automatically
exolude any actor that wishes to loin and abide by the agreed norms just
because that actor has a point of view that is not subscribed to by ail.

* Membership in regional security regimes must be voluntary.

" In'many respects, the evolutioflary process of developing a regional
security regime is most important because each actor's perceptions
are shaped over tîme by this process.

* This process is open endeci because any regional security regime must
be able to adapt and develop in response to new concerns andi issues.

Regional security regimes throughout the world are voluntary. No state

can be induced to join a regimne if it does flot believe memnbership to be in its
;nýýt Mnpv. rtint regionai reLyimes have included onIv somne of the
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it regarding security regimes is that they ofi
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ity is at stake every time there is a major difference on an important issue, to

one in which the states of the region either cooperate on such issues or at

least agree that competition should take place within agreed paramneters-
notably, a renunciation of violence.

The second objective of a regional security regime is to reduce the pros-

pects and incentives for escalation of disputes. The group members took the

view that many future conflicts in the Middle East will be caused by pres-

sures and/or rnisunderstandings relating to resources and growing political

tensions within and between the countries of the region over social and eco-

nomic issues. In these circumstances, it becomes crucial that the states of

the region have an outiet for discussion and action on such causes of con-

flict before they reach the point where violence is possible-before the risks

becomne threats. The creation of a regional security regime which is

designed to provide a platform for dialogue can play a role in both develop-

ing ideas to deal with these issues before they reach the crisis point and in

calming disputes which may arise. In this context, the group members

believed that 'people-to-people' contacts are essential in overcomiîng mis-

perceptions and developing a 'culture of peace' in the region.

0f course, group members recognized that many cases of possible con-

frontation could and wilI be deait with bilaterally or subregionally, and they

encouraged this trend. They also noted that it would be inappropriate for

others to interfere unless asked to do so. However, it is also true that many

seemingly internaI or bilateral issues can have a wider impact on regional

stability. Therefore, others in the region should be able to express their will-

ingness to help if such a problemr threatens to develop into a matter of wider

concerni. At the least, the adoption of a set of regional principles as to how

differences should be settled would assist bilateral and subregional attempts

to do so by providing a basis. The question of the guiding principles for a

regional securîty regime are dealt with in the next section of this report.

Based on these objectives, the Expert Group took the view that the ele-

ments of a future regional security regime should include a mechanism for
-Arnyr;o lnnyié- 2r the senibr level over a wide ranze of issues
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70~bjectives and elements of a regional securityregime for the Middle East

" Speciflo objectives which will require the creation of institutions duringthe initial stages should be avoided.

" General objectives woutd include:
- lessening of 'ze ro-sum' mental ity and its replacement by 'sum-sum'

mentality,
- reducing incentives and prospects for escalation of disputes-byallowing for discussion of problems before they become crises,
- providing a set of regional norms of conduct which can be useful inciealing with bilateral or subregional problems as welt as regional

concerns.

*The elements of a regime should therefore be develoiDed in a flemiblp
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in a cooperative environment. The governments of the region would deter-
mine if they wished to act on the ideas 'developed and how to do SQ.

The essential objective was substantive regular dialogue, within the
framework cf a set cf guidiný principles of regional conduct, as to how
states in the region should conduct their relations andfurther the develop-
ment cf a cooperatîve security environment. How best to develop this dia-
logue is a matter left for the governments of the region, but group members
believed that it should be done in a voluntary, flexible and pragmatie way
and without overemphasis on institutions and formai mechanismns (with the
possible exception of a modest Regional Security Centre), at least in the
first stages of the process. Specifie ideas on these objectives are discussed
in subsequent sections of this report.

Guiding principles

The elaboration of a set of guiding principles for a regional security regime
has often proved to be one of the most vital aspects of its creation. Many
regional forums have resorted to a mixture of ideas from the United Nations
Charter and seemingly anodyne, if worthy, statements concemning non-use
of force and the promotion of human rights and freedoms. This lias some-
times led observers to criticize these documents as rather meaningless.
However, the Helsinki Final Act, the Charter of the Organization of
American States and the Association of South-East Asian Nations Zone of
Peace, Friendship and Neutrality have had an impact far beyond what was
expected when they were first promulgated.

In each case, the document in question contained a set of guiding prin-
-iples which, over time, came to be regarded as the foundation of relations
L5etween the states of the region and of the way in which individuals in these
,-egions expected to be treated by their governments. One result of the adop-
ion of such principles seems to be to set a standard for the governments of
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strates that it is
ighout the regik

exparid upon norms which
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- settiement of disputes by peaceful means, including the renunciation of
the use or threat of use of force to, seutle disputes;

- recognition of the right to.legitimate means of seif-defence within an
overail commitment to ensure that military establishments are kept to the
lowest level consistent with purely seif-defence needs; and

- commitment to the principle that weapons of mass destruction, should
be abolished.

The scope of a future Middle East security regime: from the Atlantic to the
Persian Gulf3

Any regional security regimne must rest on an agreed understanding of the
area to be covered. There is probably no scientific or uniform. way to define
a region. Ini the end, a sense of region is something that develops over time.
It involves geographic, ethnic, historical, security and economic factors, of
course, but it also involves deeper feelings of belonging on the part of its
peoples. To take the example of a town used above, a region may simply be
an area where events in countries have a special resonance for their neigh-
bours, beyond that which they have for those in countries 'outside' the
region. This is profoundly unsatisfactory for social scientists and diplomnats
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Expert Group called 'proximate' states, those which border the region and
whose actions could affect its security (egTurkey, Pakistan, India,
EuroDe. some Central Asian states and possibly others). In this context,

to play a role,
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Scope of a future Middle East security regime

*It must be recognized that it is impractical and impossible to 'scientifically'
define the term 'Middle East'.

I nstead, a multi-Iayered approach should be taken and the woring
definition which is achieved should rest on flexibility, pragmatismn and
the functional principle as applied on a case-by-case basis.

*A working definition of the Middle East developed by members of the
Expert Group includes ail states of the Arab League, Iran afid lsrael.

*Some issues would have to be dealt with on a regional basis, white
others could be dealt with subregionally.

*It is necessary 10 recognize the importance of including 'proximate'
states and states outside the region which can influence the security
of the region (e.g., Turkey, is expected 10 have particular importance
in many functional areas, as are the P5 states).

This discussion illustrates the essential qualities of flexibility, pragmna-
tism and functionalism which underline the group's idea as t0 how the
MViddle East should be defined for the purposes of a regional security
regime. Within the framework of a certain core group of states which would
-onstitute the basis of the regime, and which would have accepted the basic
guiding principles on which il is founded, each issue would be treated in the
mariner best suited t0 ils needs. In somne cases, a region-wide arrangement
,vould be the primary vehicle, backed up by the 'proximate' states and other
,xtra-regional states. In others, subregional arrangeetCol aepee

lence, backed up by region-wide principles and the involvemnent of neces-

below in the
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for 'the long haul' and the regional parties scrupulously adhering to agree-
ments once they are signed so as flot to cali into question the credibility of
any guarantees which niay have been made by outside states.

Extra-regional states will have to support the creation of a regional secur-
ity regirne in many additional ways. if the process is to succeed. One of the
most fundamental of these is that the extra-regional states will have to
acceot and abide bv anv decisions made bv the Darticiruants in suchi a
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Role of extra-regional states

*Extra-regional states must respect and adhere to agreed regiona! norms
and values in dealings with the region and its peoples.

*Such states can support and reinforce specific regional agreements
achieved within the framework of these norms.

*The provision of security guarantees from key extra-regional states wiIl
eventually be neoessary but is unlikely to be possible at the initial stages
of the creation of a regional security regime.

*Ali extra-regional states can use good offices to assist in regional
attempts to resolve differences, iricluding NGOs and multilateral processes.

ally critical in cases where
>ach other but cannot do so
bher. In such cases, extra-
i institutes and other non-
provide a platform for dis-
of extra-regional states is
ied by non-state actors and
and the EU are currently

en bilateral, subregional

oup recognized the exist-
last: the Persian Gulf: the

era of
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Role of subregions and relationship between bilateral,
subregional and global security arrangements

• Three subregions exist in the Middle East:
- the Persian Gulf region,
- the states of the 'central area' of the Middle East (Egypt, Israel,
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resolving such disputes in other regions (e.g., the Asia-Pacific region), or at
least in managing them so as to prevent open conflict. Second, and in the
worst case, if that dispute threatened to be the cause of a conflict which
could have ramifications for tA~ entire region, the existence of a regional
security regime could provide a means whereby other states would be able
to express their concemrs within a recognized procedure for such matters. In
neither case could the avoidance of conflict be guaranteed, but the existence
of agreed norms of conduct and even mechanisms for dialogue (should it be
niecessary) could help to defuse the situation should the parties to the
specific dispute choose to make use of them.

The question of the relatîonship of a regional regimeto wider global
arrangements is critical. The Expert Group believed that a flexible and prag-
matic approach would best serve. Essentially, they took the view that the
widely recognized global arrangements, such as the UN Charter and various
international agreements on security and other issues, provide a basis for the
conduct- of relations in the region. The Middle East, neither as a region nor
its individual states, cannot simply disregard established global norms of
conduct. That being said, the Middle East, like any other region, has a par-
ticular history and reality and the application of many of these arrangements
to thr, region will not in itself ensure security. What seems to be required is
an approach which provides for regional complements to these global
arrangements, or even subregional ones where appropriate.
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Institutionalization and nature of the obligations
in a Middle East security regime

• There will be minimal institutionalization of any future regional security
regime in the Middle East in the foreseeable future.

• Informai political arrangements are most probable at the beginning of the
process, as opposed to legally binding commitments, and Track Two
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binding and if a regional institution for verification is established. The idea
of a process of evolution in the creation of a regional security regime is
reinforced by this observation.

Steps towards a regional security regirne

The question of the sequence of the steps to be taken in the development of
a regional security regime is complex and multifaceted. As an overriding
concept, group members recognized that the issue wiil be conditioned by
the need to accept a geonietry variable. This concept recognizes that not ail
parties will be willing to proceed at the same rate on ail the samne issues, and
it also provides the essential flexibility which group members identified as
necessary to the initial steps of the creation of a regional security regimne.
Above ail, it permits a high degree of pragmatism. as countries of the region
move from what is currently achievable to what is desirable in the long
term. Practically speaking, this recognition has two aspects. First, there is
the question of when efforts can be made to begin the development of such
a regime in relation to other political issues that are under consideration in
the region. Second, there is the question of the order in which a regional
security regime should attempt to deal with the issues on its agenda.

In terms of the first question, when, the Expert Group identified two cnît-
ical issues which wilI affect the development of a regional security regimne:
:he peace process, and the question of how many regional states will be pre-
ared to join in the development of such a regime at its outset. In relation to

.he peace process issues, and as noted ini the 'Introduction', it is highly
inlikely that any steps can be taken towards the development of a regional
ipproach to security until the Middle East peace process bas made what is
videly regarded in the region as irreversible progress towards a just and
asting setulement of the Arab-Israeli dispute, and particularly the Israeli-
>alestinian dispute. That being said, many argued that it would not be wise
D wait until the Arab-Israeli dispute has been completely resolved before
naking a modest beginning at estabIishilng a wider regional regime. It was
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At the least, a set of widely endorsed regional niorms concerning the basis
of relations in the Middle East. could set both the bilateral peace talks and al
bilateral relations in the region on a firmer foundation. Thus, many group
memnbers believed that discussions to create a set of guiding principles for
the region should begin as soon as possible and include ail those states pre-
pared to take part.

Second, even if the Arab-Israeli dispute were well on its way to resolu-
tion and an atmosphere of genuine trust were being developed, there may be
some states which would flot be prepared at the outset to participate in talks
aimed at establishing a cooperative regime for regional security. Although
people from many countries of the region were prepared to meet under
SIPRI auspices to consider the question of a regional security regime from

.,rL.r, ctqmnannint thev cidc ,n as individuals. Not aIl of their zovern-
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Th Steps toýwagrcs a regonal security regime*Tere is a neecl for further prbgress in the Middle East peace process in
Order to create a Suitabte Political ci aef rt e c e to fa r g o asecurity regimne. lnaefrteceto farg* However, regional peoples shouId begin to explore ideas inherent in the

creation Of a regional security regimne as soo as nOsbea hs damay further the peace process. 
osbea hs dâ*The exploration Of such ideas may also Prove helpfulin dealing With the

manY other regionai security Concerns of the region hc xs usdof the Arab-lsraeli dispute. 
hc xs usd* t is recogize that flot ail of the states of the region wiIî join the Process

of creating a regional secUrity regimne at its inception.*In this case, the process should be inforrned by the concept of a
gqeOrnetry variable and should start with the \viling', enable others
to join when they are ready and recognize that Jatecomnr il aet
accept decisiojis that hava aireacly been made. eswl aet*The sequence of issues to be ackJressed shouldtaeacutoalConoms hiteretinîg the abitity to deal with specific agreed issues

iaccording to a flexible timeline.
*The ner to acldress ail basic issues should be accepted by ail

Others believed that discussion of specific goals adatm al o hi
azatiOn could create division nt!aew a nd~,r a trutl thbehieed n te rgio. SuftbîigCo the precedence Of particular issues

J When the achievjemen, Of agreemnt on thmm
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range of issues which are important to ail and recognize that progress wiIl
sometinies involve trade-offs between different issues. It is also important
to note that the question of which states join and at what stage wilI affect to
some degree the ability of participants to make decisions on certain issues.

Developmental, economnic and social issues as they affect regional
security
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eut off access to ideas from the outside world. Calîs for greater political
openness anid transparency are growing throughout the Middle East. The
region's dismal performance in terms of the wider global economnic revolu-
tion can no longer be ignored, aiad some states have undertaken far-reaching
economic reforms of the type advocated by such international institutions as
the International Monetary Fund.

Althougrh many of these reforms are successful as defined by conven-
tional economie indicators, group members noted with concern that increas-
ing numbers of the young and other groups are being disenfranchised by
such programmes as traditional social and economic patterns break down.
The safety net being created to replace those traditional patterns is tenuous,
or even non-existent. This is the classic breeding ground for extremism and
violence. In many respects, the most difficult task that wiIl be faced by the
governments of the region in the coming years will be to manage rapid
social, political and economic change in the face of stagnant economiec
growth (if not decline) and populations which do not have the educational
and social tools to adapt quickly to change. The fact that some governiments
of the region are weak to begin with makes for an explosive mix.

While recognizing that these issues are amnong the critical ones for the
future of regional security, participants in the Expert Group were of two
minds aý to how a regional security regime might be able to assist in dealing
with tem. On the one hand, actively dealing with these issues-ranging
from demographics, to water, to reallocation of economic power in trad-
itional societis-will require the establishment of many regional institu-
tions and programmes to assist in the difficult transitions which lie ahead.
The Expert G7oup recognized the need for this work and encouraged its
rapid development. A beginning was made towards addressing many of
these issues in the multilateral talks associated with the peace process. How-
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Ultimately, the matter of whether these types of issues will be relevant to
a regional security regime, as envisaged in this report, is one of whether a
given problem moves from the realm of risk to that of a more immediate
and specifie threat to regional security. If this is so, an informai, dialogue-
based regional security regime can stili make a valuable contribution to the
region in two ways. First, by providing a set of guiding principles as to how
states should conduct their relations with each other, and dialogue mechan-
isms, such a regime can help the states of the region to manage their rela-
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DeveIopmental, economnic and social issues
as they affect regional security

" The questions of refugees, developnrt, debt, water, the 'prosperity gap'
and others are the issues which will cause future arms races, wars and
instability in the region unless they are addressed.

" These problems are intertwined in both functional and political terms
and usually involve questions traditionally associated with the internai
affairs of the states of the region.

" Actively dealing with these issues on a regional level wil require the
creation of several regional institutions, which may prove dîff icuit at
this time if it is attempted as an integ rai part of the creation of a regional
security regime using the European model of 'baskets'.

" On the other hand, a regional security regime based on dialogue and
consultation may serve to create the necessary atmosphere of good wIll
and trust 10 permit such institutions to be established on an as-needed
and functional basis, even if they are formally outside the regime per se.

In guch a case, the various institutions and programmes which might be

created could exist either outside the regionai security regime or within it.

The states of the region couId decide that for themselves at the appropriate

time. The important thing is that they would have been established, and the

creation of an informai, dialogue-based regional security regime would have

been a step in this. The Expert Group did not, of course, regard the estab-

lishment of regional institutions and programmes to deal with wider issues

as the inevitable outcome of the creation of a regional security regime. Suc-

cess is not guaranteed and there are many other ways of dealing with these

issues, or not deaIing with them. What is certain is that they are flot being

deait with today in a cooperative fashion which seeks to, minimize the
-e,- nni thi-v âre fot likelv to lie deait with unless some
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report outlines slightly different approaches and possible timetables for each
subtopic on the regional arms control agenda, this is done in the knowledge
that an integrated approach to arms control as a whole wiIl be required
within the framework of a regrional security regime. The Expert Group also
recognized the essential link between progress on the wider question of
political rapprochement on several levels and the creation of successful
arms contrQl regimes in~ the region. Thus, a need exists to think about the
regyional arms control agenda as a holistic one. Moreover, group members
recognized that there will be political trade-offs arnong the issues on the
regional arms control agenda.
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Confidence- and security-building measures

" CSBMs exist as part of a larger process intended to, assist in transforming
the views of former enernies throughout the region.

* CSBMs exist on many levels, flot only military-to-military but also political
and societal levels.

" The establishment and implementation of a set of guiding principles for
regional conduct would be a critical CSBM in the Middle East at this stage.

* CSBMs are especially useful in that they are steps which countries
can take without atfecting their fundamental securfty decisions but
which build up trust over time.

*The cooperative aspect of the negotiation and implementation of
CSBMs is critical in breaking down barriers of mistrust and misinformation.

*The most important single CSBM at this time is the peace process.
Another important CSBM would be for ail sides in the region to tone
down their rhetoric.
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between former adversaries, wheni trust is flot yet developed, CSBMs can
he]p to transform attitudes to the point w here more ambitious arms control
acreements are possible. CSBMs are also useful in that they often require
the parties concerned to work together to both negotiate and implement
them. This process of mutual cooperation over time can be extremely
important ini breaking, down barriers of mistrust or misunderstanding. Once
again, this can facilitate more ambitious arms control agreements. In
essence, this type of activity is at the heart of the process of transforming
views on security choices from that of a zero-sumn mentality to that of a
sum-sumn one, as expiained in the first section of this report.

Group members identified several different types of CSBMs which they
believed goveruments of the region shoul4 actively consider. These are:

- openness and transparenicy measures, to reduce the likelihood of sur-
prise attack and to assist states in gradually restraining their demand for
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Weapofls of mass destructiOlifree Zone

The Expert Group noted that ail of the region's states have accepted the

notion that the Middle East shou>d be a weapofls of mass destructiofl-free

zone (WMDFZ). The group members ail believed that a WMDFZ must be a

key objective of a future regioflal security regimne and one to which al

countries of the region should rededicate themselveS. Somne'states of the

Middle East are already rnembers of the African nuclear weapon-free zone.

For the purposeS of their discussionl, the group members defined weapons

of mass destruction (WMD) as nuclear, biological and chemcical weapons,

and, in some cases, their delivery systeins. They also recognized that, just as

there are rnany types of WMD, so too are there multiple reasons for the pos-

session of weapofl5 of mass destruction by the states of the region. Briefly,

these include: disputes with other states of the region, perceived internai

security requiremelts, and a perceived need to be able to raise the costs of

intervention in the regiofi by outside powers. In some cases, consideratiofis

of national prestige are also assocîated with decisiofis to acquire weapoTIs of

mass destruction. Oftefl, the reas0ns for the possession of WMD are a coin-

bînatiofi of several of these pressures.

Thus, the key task in the creation of a regional WMDFZ is not to elimin-

ate a particular WMD programme of any given state in the regiofi but to

devise a comprehensive system of security whereby ahl states in the region

believe that they can give up the option of such weaporis without detrimerit

to their security. This will require the develoPmeflt of a security regime

within which the states of the regiofi take significant steps to address the

pressures which have led to the developmeflt of these weapoIIs in the first

place. This agenda is much broader than weapoTls of mass destruction.

Ultimately, the question of the creation of a regional WMDFZ is tied to

the developmTefit of a much more inclusive regiorlal security regime. The

creatiori of a zone is likely to be the outcome of the proceSs of establishing a

regime, rather than one of its initi-al accomplishmTefits. However, it is

1-rnnlidv truc that the states of the region must begiri the process of creating a
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In assessing, how a future WMDFZ might work in the region, the Expert
Group achieved consensus on several important issues and identified ques-
tions for discussion concerning others. First, with respect to the issue of the
'scope of prohibition' and 'obligations', it was agreed that a WMDFZ must
contain a prohibition on the possession of ail weapons of mass destruc-
tion-nuclear, biological and chemical. No proposai for a zone can work
uniess ail types of WMD are equally prohibited throughout the Middle East.
There can be no 'pennitted' weapons of mass destruction in the Middle East
and no special arrangements for particular countries. The prohibition of
missiles is discussed below in the section 'Missile control'.

The second issue is that of a potential 'zonai definition'. The Expert
Group agreed that a suitable wav to discuss this issue wouId be to connceiv-.
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proliferation agreemenlts, to the regional members of the regime in return

for their having -renounced WMD and accepted speciai verification provi-

sions. Additionaiiy, the P5 countries would be expected to assist the states

of the region in their efforts to acýquire legitimate technologies for peaceful

uses in return for the states of the region having entered into the WMDFZ.

Obviousiy, aIl of these undertakiflgs require that the P5 states be invoived in

some way in the negotiation of any future regional Middle East WMDFZ.

The members of the Expert Group were content with this as an initial

proposai for discussion, althougrh they recognized that much work needs to

be done to develop it. One obvious practical difficulty with the proposai îs

that it includes countries which do not presently recognize each other, and

yet whose participation in such a WMDFZ is crucial to its success. Leaving

asîde the question of whether a Middle East WMDFZ can be achieved with-

out the participation of ail countries of the region, a question exists as to

whether it can even be discussed unless ail of the required actors are pre-

pared to sit with each other.

There are potential ways around this. Recognizing that this will be a

iong-terT process, initial discussions couid be held inforniaiiy as part of the

ongoing Track Two work in the region. This wouid obviate the need for

officiai recognition of various countries by others, while allowing academ-

ics and officiais from those countrieS to meet in their private capacîties.

Such a procedure would address the need for officiai recognition before dis-

cussions could begin, aithough it would not resoive the problem since no

understafldings that might be achieved couid be brought into force as long

as somne of the states in the region refused to recognize each other.

This point illustrates the extent to which the creation of a WMDFZ is

intimately bound up with broader politicai and security issues in the Middle

East. It also illustrates the fact that no progress is possible on any issue of

the arms control agenda, least of ail such a fundamental security question as

a WMDFZ, without the progressive developmTent of an atmosphere of trust

and reconciliation which is the motivatiflg force behind the broader objec-
- -. 'i..~A ,t-mntr~p-~the,. imnortance of
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Weapons of mass destruction-free zone

• The conclusion of a politically and legally binding WMDFZ agreement must
be a central objective of a regional security regime for the Middle East.

• Such a regime must mandate the abolition of ail weapons of mass
destruction in ail the states of the region; there can be no exceptions.

• It must be recognized that weapons of mass destruction have been
introduced into the region by many countries for many different reasons
and any regional approach to them must address ail of these-cases
within the context of the larger security regime.

• As a first step, ail the states of the region should commit themselves to
the creation of a WMDFZ in the region and to entering into serious
discussions regarding the nature and establishment of such a zone.
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fication measures if it is to be politically, technically and publicly accept-

able. The Expert Croup did flot possess the technical qualifications to enter

into detailed discussions of these measures. However, there was general

agreement that any special verifiçation regime would have to allow for

mutual, reciprocal and intrusive inspections of both a routine and challenge
nature. Whether this would be done by the countries involved directly or by

a speciai organization set up for the purpose and employing their nationals,
was also raised as an important question for further discussion. The case of

the Argentine-Braziliari Nuclear Accounting and Controls Commission-a

bilateral nuclear control commission which the group examîned in detail-
may offer useful insights for further discussion of this issue. -

As a final point, and although ail were agreed on the need to develop

appropriate ideas to heip hait and reverse the development of WIM in the

region, some pointed out that the imperative to accomplish this objective

should not be used as an excuse to impose restrictions on their country's

access to technology for legitimate purposes. Fears were expressed that an

approach to the WMD issue which stressed a 'supply-side' philosophy of

export controls would not work. These lead to resentment, and can be

defeated by a determined state. Others expressed the view that such controis

would be necessary for some time to corne, although they accepted their

inherent long-term weaknesses and the fact that the adversarîal approach

they signify is inconsistent with the wider objectives of a cooperative

regional security regime. AIl were agreed that the adoption of and adher-

ence to a set of broader guiding principies for regional conduct, as outlined

in a previous section of this report, would provide a basis for arguing that

those states which had donc so should flot be subject to export restrictions.

Ultimateiy, this wiIl be a process of developing trust between former

adversaries, a point which again highlights the importance of CSBMs.

Conventional arins control

Although weapons of mass destruction hiave commanded a considerable

share of the public debate on Middle East security and arms control, it was
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The group members recognized that any proposai to eliminate conven-
tional weapons from the region would be naive, but they did believe that the
countries of the Middle East spend a dangerously disproportionate share of
their limited wealth on conventional weaponry. One of the fundamental
objectives of any regional security regime must he to assist them to, reduce
such spending so that resources can be spent on more productive avenues of
social and economic development. The Middle East simply cannot afford to
sustain its cuitent levels of spending on conventional weaponry.

Unlike the case of weapons of mass destruction, however, much spending
on conventional arms in~ the region is done to ad4ress primarily subregional
concerrns. The Arab couutries of the Gulf do not buy conventional weapons
because of the Arab dispute witb Israel, for exarnple, nor is it probable that
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sider the purchase of new conventional weapons or states outside the region
consider whether to seli them.

Perhaps the most important of these is enhanced dialogue between
regional military establishments over the process whereby states decide to
purchase conventional weapons and how they will deploy them. While no
one in the Expert Croup expected states to give up important military
secrets, there was a feeling that some arms purchases in the region are
undertaken because states harbour fears of each other which could be
lessened through the greater exchange of views on threat perceptions and
military planning. Fundamentally, there is a need for the states of the region
to begin to talk to each other about what conventional weapons they believe
they need and why. Such discussions could, at first, be non-committal and
of the character of sharing 'threat perceptions', rather than specific informa-
tion on military budgets and purchases. Moreover, such a process of dia-
logue would not resuit in an overnight reduction of conventional inven-
tories, nor should it be expected to. However, such discussions, carried out
in good faith over a period of tinie, and in concert with conscientious adher-
ence to the broader guiding principles of regional relations, could lay the
foundation for much greater restraint in the acquisition of conventional
weapons on the part of the states of the region.8 Once again, the essential
link between confidence building and broader arms control objectives is
highlighted by this statement.

It is obvious from the above discussion that group members did not
believe that for-mal negotiations on conventional arms control are likely to
open in the Middle East. for some time. It is far more useful to try to develop
conditions in which states in the region, and external weapon suppliers, will
act informally to restrain the situation and discuss with each other how this
might be done. The first stages of this process could be accomplished
through the sorts of initiatives generally associated with ÇSBMs, particu-
larly as regards dialogue. In this context, discussions on such issues as
milit.i-v rie.ýtrnturing. doctrines. force deD)lovments and the izeneral state of
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Conventional arms control

* Th MidleEast states spend a disproportionate amount on
conventionai arms.

*A regional security regime must strive to create an environment which
wiii rnake it possible for thein to exorcise reatrairit, while accepting
the notion that ail states have a right to acquire some arma for their
legîtimate self-deferice requirements.

*Extra-regiorial suppliera of weapons must also accept this need and
demonstrate a wilflngnoas to forgo excessive arms sales in the region.

Unlike a regional WMDFZ, whlch must exiat throuphout a region,
convemional arma controt might bost be deait with subregionally, within
the context of a broad overall approach to the issue.
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Missile control

*Ballistic missiles, whether armed with conventional warheads or
weapons of mass destruction, represent a dangerous escalation of the
regional arms race and exacerbate regional tensions, particularly in
times of crisis.

*The trend towards acquisition of anti-ballistic missile systems by the
states of the region is also of concem.

" A regional security regime must seek Io eliminate themn from the region,
although this will be a long-term goal.

* Control of baltistic missiles in the region is more tikely to take the form
of unilateral restraint by states than bindirg agreements, at least for
the first few years, but binding restraints will ultimately be necessary.

" Steps which would be useful in this regard might be pre-notification
of launches, range limitations and the capping of missile stocks.

*The interplay between missiles and certain types of conventional
weapons must be recognized and understood.
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At the saine tirne, however, as is the case with weaPons of mass destruc-

tion in the region, discussions can begin on how to establish a regime for
the elimination of ballistiec missiles from the region. Such talks will be diffi-
cuit in that it may flot prove possible to completely eliminate such weapons.
This will render verification more problematic in that a partial ban is more
difficuit to verify than a complete one. Instead, such things as launch pre-
notifications, capping arsenals and range limitations may have to be intro-
duced. [n some cases, advanced conventional weaponry-partcularly long-
range strike aircraft-is cited by the states of the region as the motivation
for their efforts to procure missiles. This again highlights the critical inter-
play between restraint in the acquisition of conventional and non-
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In considering how to move ahead, it seems unlikely that broadly based
officiai discussions of aIl the ideas in this report will be possible soon, and
this is re'grettable. However, that does flot mean that some sort of dialogue
on these ideas cannot take place' One possible avenue for such discussions
might be Track Two initiatives.

The use of Track Two mechanisms is a creative way around severai prob-
lems. It permits experts from the regions and governments to put forward
and consider ideas without necessariiy having to adopt themn as 'policy'
before they have had a chance to deveiop their thoughts and see how others
will react. Track Two initiatives can aiso circumvent many of the problems
that are created by countries which do not officiaily recognizeeach, other. It
is much easier for officiais from countries which do flot recognize each
other to meet at an academic session than at an officiai one, provided ail of
the players recognize the ground-rules.

In particular, mnany Expert Group members expressed the view that Track
Two work mnust begin to develop what was caiied 'a culture of peace' in the
region. Such a culture would be one in which officiais and experts wouid try
to deveiop a lexicon of concepts related to the way a peaceful Middle East
might 'look' and function. Another suggestion was the creation of a Track
Two 'way ahead' group for the region: a group of noted experts from the
Middle East and elsewhere who would meet regularly to iist achievabie
objectives, monitor the progress of its implementation and draw up new lists
as political circumstances made this possible.

Track Two is not a new idea. Such East-West dialogues were conducted
throughout the cold war. The Asia-Pacific approach to regional security has
elevated Track Two to a position of almost semi-official status. Even in the
Middle East, the Track Two approach has been a part of the regional
dialogue for many years. There are presently several Track Two initiatives
under way on regionaI security of which this Expert Group is oniy one.

Members of the group beiieved that there is a need to place Track Two in
the Middle East on a firmer footing. In particular, goverfiments of the region
need to demonstrate a greater commitmeint to it than they have to date, and
Track Two meetings must begin to take on the character of a coherent pro-
cess which is on going, rather than a series of isolated meetings. This desire
to create a continuing process was part of the reason why the SIPRI Middle
iPat Pyn.-r 1,in was orLyanized as it was. and the zroUD Wiil continue to
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arios as to when and how that might happen, but the key is political leader-ship, courage and vision. As in ail of the great changes whjch have takenplace in the world in recent years (e.g., glasnost; the collapse of the BerlinWall and the end of apartheid) and those which have taken place in theMiddle East itself (the Camp David Accords and the Oslo Process), greatleaders must recognize that they cannot continue as in the past and mustaccept the need for far-reaching change. The Middle East stands at such ajuncture today.

5. Towards a regional security regime for
the Middle East: conclusions

The members of the Expert Group came from many nations and back-grounds to offer this report as a means to stimulate further discussi1on. Theseideas do not constitute the final word or the only possible appDroach to secur-
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these issues are not possible, unofficial discussion must go ahead in the

rneantimfe.
The Middle East stands poised at the edge of an era of rapid change from

which there is no going back. Its citizens and their leaders have difficuit

choices to make. They can go on as before; this is the easy path in a polîti-

cal sense. Or they can summon the courage to attempt some difficuit and

even frighteming changes; this will be much harder politically. However, al

of the members of the Expert Group were united in the view that change is

coming to the region. The politically easy path, going on as before, will not

prevent it. Instead, it will ultimately lead to change under conditions of

greater suffering and unpredictability. Nor will some states b& able to shield

themselves from the adverse effects of change by virtue of advanced tech-

nology or wealth. The kinds of crises which confront the Middle East in the

near future will affect everyone in the region and many outside of it at a

basic level. The only way to avoid them is to prevent. them. And the only

way to prevent them is to accept the notion that the security of the Middle

East is an indivisible whole which its peoples must stop competing over and

begin to shape together through cooperation.
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Agendas of the meetings of the SIPRI Middle East Expert
Group

ALEXANDRIA MEETING, 23-25 February 1997

There were three speakers who each addressed a different aspect of the interplay between
global and regional approaches to security. Between the speakers and subsequent discus-
sions the Expert Group divided into two working groups which sought to develop a list of
subject areas which would have to be addressed in any future Middle tasi security regime.
Presentations
'Evolving global and regional approaches to security before and after the cold war',

Professor Bo Huldt, Director of the Swedish Institute of International Affairs
'The politics of social change and globalization in the Middle East',

Professor Saad Eddin Ibrahimn, Director of the Ibn Khaldun Centre, Cairo
'Evolving global and regional approaches to arms control and security mechanisms',

Dr Jean Pascal Zanders, Project Leader, Chemical and Biological Warfare Project, SIPRI
Dinner speaker: H. E. Ambassador Badr Hamam, Assistant Minister for Arab and

Middle Eastern Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Cairo

SIGTUNA MEETING, 25-27 May 1997

The Exp~ert Group conducted an in-depth examination of the way other regions have
developed their approaches to regional security. Between presentations the two subgroups
concluded their efforts to develop a list of elements of a future Middle East security regime.

Presentations
First regional case study: Europe
'The development of the European security regéime',

Dr Adam Daniel Rotfeld, Director, SIPRI
'Arms control and CSBMs in the European security regime',

Dr Jan Prawitz, Swedish Defence Research Establishment (FOA), Stockholm

and Peacekeeping Project, SIPRI
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Dinner speech: 'Sweden and the Middle East peace process',
Ambassador Jan Nordiander, Director of the Middle East and North Africa Section,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sweden

Special presentation and discussion: 'Trends in international arms exports',
Dr Ian Anthony, Project Leader, Armis Trade Project, SIPRI

Special presentation and discussion: 'The use of information technology as a
confidence-building measure: the Internet, information exchange and regional networks',
Mr Gerd Hagmeyer-Gaverus, Researcher and Information Technology Manager, SIPRI

AMMAN MEETING, 4--6 November 1997

There were no formai presentations at this meeting. It was a brainstorming exercise in
which members of the Expert Group presented brief discussion papers on aspects of the list
of elements of a future Middle East security regime which had been prepared in Alexandria
and Sigtuna. The objective was to develop the group's ideas with respect to these points.
The ideas raised in this meeting were used by Dr Jones in his preparation of the first draft
of the final repor-t of the Expert Group.
Presernations
Professor Assia Bensalah AIaoui, Dr Sena Eken (International Monetary Fund),
Ms Gunilla Flodén, Amnbassador (ret.) Rolf Ciauffin, Dr Ahmed Abdel Halim,
Professor Bruice W. Jentleson, Dr Peter Jones, Dr Ariel Levite, Professor Saideh Lotfian,
Professor Vitaly Naurnkin, Ambassador (ret.) Ahmed Ounaies,
Professor Duygu Bazoglu Sezer and Dr Michael Yaffé
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